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Kindergarten 
Kindergarteners are doing an author study on Eric Carle. November is a great month for               
painting paper using different tools for texture and then creating illustrations for making books              
using ripped up painted paper, just like Eric Carle! Kindergarten has an extensive Eric Carle               
library for choosing books to read and getting ideas for writing and illustrating their own books.                
We will end the month with family customs and traditions. We are grateful and thankful!  

First Grade 
October was full of apple and pumpkin fun for         
science & exploration, practicing partners of 10 in        
math and learning how to transition into different        
reading and spelling groups during our literacy time.        
The first graders have grown so much in the last          
month! In November, we will focus on our special         
place in the world and learning some geography        
and all about community helpers. We will also look         
forward to Thanksgiving at the end of the month         
and learning about gratitude. Stay tuned for more        
adventures from the First Grade! 
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Second Grade 
Second graders have said farewell to our last monarch butterflies and we are all hoping they                
arrive safely in the mountains of Mexico. I have an email subscription to the Journey North                
website, which tracks the migration of several species, including monarchs. It’s a great way for               
us to learn about the population wintering over in Mexico and also stay informed with regular                
updates throughout the winter. We hope the news will be good and that the population is on                 
the rise. 
 
We are looking forward to many new things happening in the Second Grade over              
the next month or so. We will continue to work on writing personal narratives.              
These are stories about something that really did happen in our lives. The topics              
can be happy, sad, exciting, or even just about regular everyday things that have              
happened to us. Students are learning to include several elements in their stories             
such as an interesting beginning, events with details and an ending that shows             
closure. In math we just began a new unit that focuses on place value and               
measurement with a fun connection to the familiar tale of “Jack and the Beanstalk”              
woven throughout the lessons. We are also looking ahead to our next science unit              
on the night sky. We will study the phases of the moon, learn about constellations,               
and research animals that are active during the night.  

Third Grade 
Thanks for supporting our class fundraiser at the Harvest Festival and Craft Show! Hope you               
enjoyed the goodies! The Third Grade has been studying adjectives and noun phrases. They              
describe our classroom as peaceful, kind, and fun. Here is a list of our favorite noun phrases: 
 

Silent wings 
Falling leaf 

Rolling wheels 
Gray spider 

Fiery dragon 
Leafy air 

Cheering geese 
Twinkling light 

 
We had a tremendous response to our community survey. Thanks for taking the time to               
complete it! The Third Grade has been very engaged with graphing the results. Soon we will                
post spreadsheets of the results on our school website. 
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Fourth Grade 
The Fourth Grade has concluded our study of Citizenship and Government. Over the next              
month we will be learning how to think like a scientist. We will try a variety of experiments,                  
hypothesize results, display and interpret data. In literacy, we continue to learn about the              
elements of narrative texts and are writing our own narratives. In math, we are further               
developing our place value skills for larger multiplication problems. Feel free to stop by and               
check out our work with the Wall of Base Ten. I look forward to meeting with families during                  
our November conferences.  

Fifth Grade 
5th graders are working hard. Our October Number Corner focused on data            
collection. Daily, we found and recorded the mass of two carrots that were left              
out in the classroom. At the end of the month, we graphed the data. The               
process of observing the carrots generated a lot of great science thinking and             
questions that started with, “What will happen if…?” We will be starting out             
November conducting some experiments with the carrots to see what will           
happen. Our literacy book groups are reading books with a theme of survival.             

We can’t wait to see what happens to our characters and how they overcome the challenges                
they face. We will be applying what we know about good stories to our second narrative writing                 
pieces. November is shaping up to be a busy and exciting month in the 5th Grade! 

Sixth Grade 
During the month of November, students will be continuing to study informational text, learning              
about reading skills such as identifying the main idea and details of sections and texts.               
Students continue to work in small groups working on targeted comprehension skills. Sixth             
graders begin learning about writing informational text, by reading about teen activists and             
writing an essay about activism and will also work on text features and structures of               
informational text. In math, they will be studying ratios, developing an understanding of ratios,              
comparing ratios and solving real world problems involving ratios. In science, students will             
continue to study Geology, reading about geology topics and conducting investigations. The            
Sixth Grade would like to thank the community for the continued support with fundraising for               
their trip to Nature’s Classroom. The Harvest Craft Fair was a success! We have more events                
planned for the rest of the year. 
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Music 
We are off to a great start for chorus this year! In two short weeks, we will be having our first                     
performance at OSSU’s Chorus Day. This is an event that happens every other year and is                
very exciting for our young singers to get to see what other choirs sound like. It will be an                   
amazing day of music making followed by a wonderful evening concert.  

Chorus Day Tuesday November 12th 
Where: Hazen Union High School Gym 

When: Singers arrive at 5:30PM, Concert starts at 6:00PM 
Dress: Singers wear Light Tops and Dark Bottoms, Black and 

White if you have it.  

 
After Chorus day, we are looking forward to joining Hardwick Elementary for their annual River               
Of Light celebration. It celebrates the themes of light, friendship and peace in our lives. We will                 
be singing three songs combined with their choirs, and then are invited to join them for their                 
parade through town.  

River Of Light: Thursday December 12th 
Where: Hardwick Elementary School Gym 

When: Singers arrive at 5:30PM, Concert starts at 6:00PM 
Dress: Nice Clothes and comfy shoes/boots for the concert with 

warm layers (jackets/hats/mittens) to put on for the parade. 

After River Of Light, we will be working towards our Winter Art and Music Showcases, which                
will be held the last week of January. The Chorus will have the opportunity to choose pieces                 
from Chorus Day, River of Light, and other pieces we have been working on to showcase for                 
you.  

Winter Art and Music Showcase 
Wolcott Elementary Gym 
Thursday, January 30th 

Arrive at 5:30, Starts at 6:00 
ear nice clothes 
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Visual Arts 

They say, “Time flies when you’re having fun.” So, we are having a             
blast in Art Class! All classes have been exploring the old-fashioned           
activity of leaf rubbing. Students chose their own leaves & used them            
to create amazing compositions. They used at least 3 colors on each            
rubbing to create a blend of colors. Some chose to paint a layer of              
watercolors on top of their rubbings to take the lesson one step            
further; with this look of wax-resist method. There are lots of these            
rubbings on display around the school.  

Younger grades have been using their imaginations to create various          
Autumn scenes. From creating ripped & torn construction paper         
trees, stenciling, to a lot of attention towards basic drawing & other            
art skills. They also practiced cutting with scissors, measuring with a           
ruler, and adding 3-D cut outs to 2-D designs. 

Upper grades have been discovering the “art of the landscape.”          
Using mixed-media to create what they see around them. We took           
some walking “field trips” around our lovely campus to enhance our           
sketches. Ask any student in grades 3-6 and they should be able to             
tell you about the “3 grounds” within a landscape picture. These           
would be: Background, Foreground & Middle ground. We also         
learned about depth & perspective within a piece of art. Simply           
stated, objects that are closer are larger; & the opposite for images            
in the distance.  

All classes have also been using mixed-media within their art creations. Blending pastels,             
paints, & other mediums really show students how to be more creative & think “outside the                
box”. 

November will bring more exploration of basic visual art; connecting to Vt Art Standards &               
skills & applying these to artwork. We will be viewing art history prints depicting harvest               
scenes; as well as brainstorming what we are thankful for.  

It is my pleasure to work with your awesome kids & bring out their creative side. Have great                  
Autumn days! 
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Physical Education 
Fall is here! I hope you all have been enjoying the beautiful weather and spending time                
outside. There are so many wonderful ways to be active and fit this time of the year:  

Apple Picking 

Biking  

Hiking 

Camping 

Raking leaves 

Jumping in leaves  

Cleaning out the garden 

Football 

Soccer 

Walking 

Running  

Explore the OUTDOORS  

and have FUN 
We will continue to go outside in PE class, which means students need to be prepared with                 
appropriate clothing, especially warm layers. In addition, students should always wear           
sneakers to class and bring a water bottle if possible. 

S.T.E.A.M.i. 
Ah, November. The smell of Fall is in the air and there is soon to be the smell of melting plastic                     
in the multipurpose room. The Fourth, Fifth & Sixth Grades are going to begin their 3D printing                 
lab. This is a complex set of skills that will take them all the way to December break. The                   
Kindergarteners have really been doing a nice job working on their basic use of technology               
tools to create media and will continue working on labeling, captioning and even giving credit               
for other’s work. The First Grade is going to begin making videos using iMovie and the                
Second Grade is going to work on further use of their Chromebooks to communicate and               
create. What’s the Third Grade working on? Typing! It will be a limited unit as we really begin                  
serious typing in the Fourth Grade but these kids seem like they are ready to take it on full                   
STEAM ahead. 
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REACH AfterSchool 
The Winter session registration will be going out the second week of November. It will start on                 
December 2nd. A few of the choices are- Cooking, Crafts with Ms. Gardner, Art, Basketball,               
Coding… and others. Kids are having fun here after school. Consider having your child sign               
up for the new session!  

Glee Merritt Kelly Community Library 
The Scholastic Book Fair is back in town. The event          
goes to raise money for the library collections and         
programs. There are all levels of books with a lot of           
“just out” publications. The event goes until Thursday        
November 7th. 

Don’t forget: we are a community library, parents are         
always welcome to come in and browse and borrow         
from our collection which does include books for adults. 
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